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Patents; One way to type Chinese using a cellphone keyboard.

By TERESA RIORDAN

WIRELESS messaging in China has increased sharply, climbing 1,000 percent a month, on average, in the last two years by one

estimate. Last year 200 million Chinese cellphone users tapped out some 90 billion text messages.

The Zi Corporation, based in Calgary, Alberta, is one of many telecommunications companies eyeing the billion or so potential new

wireless consumers in China. Last month, Zi received a Chinese patent that protects a way to tap Chinese-language characters into a

cellphone with greater ease and efficiency, company officials say.

''The long-term value proposition for cellphone companies isn't just voice conversation -- it's transfer of data,'' said Gary Kovacs, the

president of Zi. At the same time, he said, ''the biggest block to adoption of technology in China by anyone's estimation is how you

interact with the device.''

Zi is by no means the only company offering novel ways to create Chinese characters on a cellphone screen. ''The most common input

methods are phonetic,'' said George Tai, Zi's chief operating officer. The two most popular of these methods are Pinyin, which relies on

the English alphabet, and Bopomofo, which uses a set of symbols. In either case, the user must phoneticize a word before it can be

converted into a Chinese character.

This, Mr. Tai said, is not an intuitive process for most Chinese, who traditionally have not phoneticized their language. The Japanese,

by contrast, have traditionally relied on both a phonetic system (kana) and an ideographic system (kanji).

Zi has developed a stroke-based system that allows a user to enter traditional Chinese characters using a normal telephone keypad.

''The English language is essentially a linear language, and you can approximate that on a keyboard,'' Mr. Tai said. ''In Chinese, you are

drawing characters that are ideographic -- they are not linear at all.''

Chinese characters might take from one to 20 keystrokes to draw, with an average of 14 strokes. (That average, Mr. Tai pointed out, is

for the simplified Chinese characters introduced in the 1950's. The traditional characters still used in Hong Kong and Taiwan require

more strokes.) By contrast, the average word in English takes 5.7 keystrokes to enter.

Hence the appeal of phonetic input systems. But Mr. Tai said that Zi had developed an algorithm that makes entering traditional

Chinese characters even more efficient than phonetic systems. By categorizing different character strokes into frequency patterns, he

said, the software reduces the number of possible strokes a user needs to enter by predicting what the next stroke will be.

''In Chinese, even though you draw a character, you draw that character in a specific order, much like spelling order in the West,'' Mr.

Tai said. ''Our software predicts the next likely stroke and it completes the word for you.''

While similar time-saver software is common in Western personal digital assistants and Internet browsers -- seeking to predict what

words the user will type next -- it is more difficult to implement in Chinese, especially on a cellphone, according to Mr. Tai.

But how often is the wrong character summoned, thus irritating rather than assisting the text writer?

'' 'Wrong' is an interpretive term,'' Mr. Kovacs said, offering an analogy in English. ''The great thing about this technology is that it will

never produce a gobbledygook word. It might not be the one I'm looking for, but that's because I'm spelling it wrong. If I'm typing

quickly and write 'mal' and get 'male' instead of 'mail,' I can hit the smart key and the next logical candidate will appear.''

Steven J. Frank and Yin Philip Zhang, co-authors of an article on the rise of patents in China in a recent issue of a newsletter published

by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, expressed skepticism that the patent alone would afford Zi a significant

competitive advantage. Both are patent attorneys with Testa, Hurwitz & Thibeault in Boston.

Mr. Frank said he had not reviewed the patent awarded to Zi, but that ''interface technology for Chinese characters on mobile phones is

certainly an area where a lot of work is going on.''

Mr. Zhang noted that ''it's not that difficult anymore to get a patent through the Chinese patent office,'' and that court judgments on

infringement ''are also made relatively fast.''
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''But then when you start enforcing the judgment at the local level you can run into all kinds of trouble,'' he said. ''The infringer may just

disappear or the local authorities may refuse to help you.''

Mr. Kovacs said that his company had already licensed the technology to some Asian manufacturers, including the Haier Group and the

TCL Corporation, both of China. As for the patent, Mr. Tai said, the company intended to enforce it but added that when it actually

arrived by mail recently, he was disappointed.

''We were expecting something impressive with a red ribbon and wax,'' he said. ''But it's actually small and ordinary looking.''

The Zi Corporation received Chinese patent ZL99100625.9.

Correction: March 10, 2003, Monday The Patents column in Business Day last Monday about a method for producing Chinese-

language characters with a cellphone keypad, misstated the growth rate of text messaging in China. A study determined that the

average number of messages each month has increased 970 percent from October 2000, not 1,000 percent a month.
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